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Guideline for TAIST-Tokyo Tech Online English Test  

TAIST-Tokyo Tech Online English Test combines of 120 questions (multiple choices) .  You have 

2 hours to complete the test. A score of 65 or above is pass. 

Time : see your time slot in the announcement for each program 

 

Preparations 

1. Personal Computer or tablet with camera for doing the online test (Required) 

2. Mobile Phone and charger for video call (Required) 

3. Internet with good connection 

4. Thai Identification card or passport for identifying yourself  

5. Mobile phone stand for desk 

*** Please make sure that all things are well-prepared to use for 2 hours. 

*** closed book (no dictionary)  

 

Before the examination day  

1. You're required to install Skype on your Personal Computer (use audio and video) and line 

on Mobile Phone (use audio and video) 

 

  

 

 

2. Students are required to inform your Skype ID to taist@nstda.or.th and join group line. QR 

code will be sent to each group after we release announcement of candidates who are called 

for English examination and Interview. 

 

 

 

 

mailto:taist@nstda.or.th
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Examination Day  

1. Students have to inform your name in line group before the test in order to check your 

readiness. 

2. Students have to inform your name in Skype and make a video call 10 minutes before the 

test. Then, start sharing your screen. 

 

 

 

Share screen 

CLICK 
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3. Staff will send examination URL to students in skype chat. 

 

 

 

4. Staff will start making a video group call 5 minutes before the test. Please make sure that 

you have put your mobile phone in this position (photos) and show your Thai ID card or 

passport to identify yourself. 

 

 

** Do not put anything on your desk (around your personal computer except mobile phone and 

Thai ID card or passport)  

Sample 
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4. During the test, do not open other programs (online dictionary, chat with others) otherwise your 

test results will be excluded from announcement of qualified candidates. 

5. During the test, if you automatically disconnect from both programs (Line and Skype), you are 

required to re-take the examination in other slots with different exam link.  

6. To avoid disturbance, students must mute your microphone during the test in both Line and 

Skype. 

If Students finish the test before time (already submit), students have to close the test window and 

end the calls in both Skype and Line. If students cannot finish on time, you have to submit the 

test instantly when staff makes announcement otherwise staff will close the google form and you 

will fail for the test automatically. 

*** TAIST-Tokyo Tech would like to make a recording during the exam. If we found anyone is 

cheated, we would like to exclude the results from the interview. The results will be on the 

TAIST committees' decision only. *** 

*** Do not make a copy/take a photo of any part of the test***   

 


